 Damage to DNA strands caused by chemical reactions (oxidation, alkylation, hydrolysis) thermal effects, and radiation effects (UV-A, UV-B and ionizing)
 200,000 DNA repairs every day in every cell with 30,000 unrepaired breaks at any given time.
 Average U.S. citizen exposed to ~1 mRem/day  Translates to 15,000 radiological "hits" each second, but the odds against any particular event causing cancer in an affected cell is 1 in 30,000,000,000,000,000 (30X10 15 or 30 quadrillion)
Human Cells
Slide 24  Cells respond differently to radiation at high and low doses  High doses of >2Sv or >200Rem or >200,000mRem results in extensive damage
• Nuclear bomb blast or a criticality event with associated neutron burst  Low doses of <100mSv or <10Rem or <10,000mRem, particularly if acquired slowly over the course of a year, the body eliminates or repairs the damage by a variety of protective mechanisms that evolved in humans during eons of living in a world bathed in radiation
LNT Hypothesis
Slide 25
 The LNT hypothesis is used for cancer risk estimation from exposure to ionizing radiation all the way to zero dose based upon a simple linear model extrapolating the effects of high level exposure responses down to low levels • Initially all came data from Japanese atomic bomb survivors (assumed that radiation doses could be estimated from bomb's design and their relative location during the acute event)
• 
LNT x Collective Dose
Phantom predicted cancer induced deaths are estimated by applying the LNT model to a large population after nuclear reactor incidents release measurable amount of radioactive material into the general environment
Often the responses (evacuations, fear induced stress, proactive abortions) are more harmful then the actual exposure to radiation  Toxicity studies show the element to be about as toxic as caffeine and about 1/1,000,000,000,000 (10 -12 ) the toxicity of botulism toxin.  Concern is about getting the radioactive material inside the body either by inhalation, ingestion or through an open wound where organs would be continually
